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Dalai Lama G
''Peace'' of Hi

Rising star of
women's
golf Lindsey
Colbert

His Holiness visits
Broward for first
time for NSU
lecture
'
Video Awards
Shine

By Taylor Williams
Graduate Assistant far Student Media
and Marketing

Photo of the Dalai Lama by Sonam Zoksang

The 14th Dalai Lama, a Timinutes after the conclusion of his
betan Buddhist leader, is the third
lecture.
most recognizable man on the
"This visit comes at a very
planet, behind the Catholic Pope
appropriate time with significantly
and President George W Bush. His
polarized views," Executive Director of University Relations
Holiness' message of world peace
and human connection has
Dave Dawson said. "The Dalai
changed the lives of millions inLama represents mankind's point
ternationally, and earned the leader
of view, and his message will althe Nobel Peace Prize. This spirilow us to stop and reflect on what
is important."
tual icon made history with his
first visit to Broward County when
The event also included
the-blessing of a Buddhist Prayer
he addressed guests at the SepWheel that was created by Tibetan
tember 18 lecture at Nova Southmetal smiths and monks for NSU.
eastern University.
''We are extremely honored
Philanthropist Albert J. Miniaci
has donated this interactive spirithat His Holiness has .agreed to
grace the citizens of Broward
tual tool, and it will be available
for use by the community in NSU's
County with his presence and meslibrary. The Prayer Wheel contains
sage of hope," NSU President Ray
millions of prayers that are sent
Ferrero, Jr. said. "It is fitting that
an institution of higher education· out into humanity once the wheel
like Nova Southeastern Univer1s spun.
In recognition of his husity, ~hich is focused on bringing
manitarian efforts, His Holiness
people together for the exchange
received an honorary Doctorate of
of. knowledge, should be the host
· Humane Letters from President
of this historic event."
The Dalai Lama program be;.
Ferrero.
~ gan at 9:30 a.m., with His Holi"NSU i~ proud to have offered His Holiness theDalai Lama,
ness scheduled to speak at 10 a.m.
a man· who has done so much to
NSU hosted over 10,000 guests
under a specially constructed
further peace and tolerance in the
world, an honorary degree," Presiamphitheatre in front of the Alvin
dent Ferrero said. "His teachings,"
Sherman Library, Research, and
Information Technology Center. . based on mutual respect and compassion, are the hallmark of civi..,
His Holiness not only shared a prelized society and speak to the heart
pared speech, but he also answered
of our community."
locally derived questions for 30

Insight into
Buddhism
By Javeshnev Aimee Ritre:r.a-Azua
N.ews, Editor

Suspense hum:g jn 'the air while
stuilenti; and facuft.y fi:dgeted and
fuss.ed over prepata:ri@li,s. The s'.€cret
service escorted tht Dahri Lama onto
tne Nova Sou theas:t~i;n U ni-vendty
Main Campus at 10 a.m. this past Saturday, September 1&. Guarded as a
Head of State, His HoJmess the Dalai
Lama is regarded as ~ . embooiment
of the 14th Dala:i Lama hqfokiteshvara
("Ocean of \'X1isdom'j.
Since his last visit to Florida in
1999, this was His Holmes~ fust stop
on his multi-country visit to the Americas aild the Caribbean. 'Ehe pu.tpoRe of
h:is tour is to pr-0mo1:t'- discipline of.
Bnddlrlsm. "We ruwe within: us th€ seed
ef purity~ the essence of a One Gone
Thmi (Tathagatag,zrbha),, ta.at is t0 be
1'1'M1Sformed and fully, de~oped into
Buddha:hood:• wmch $ .-practice of
cleansing an impme hody t@ a pure
spirit, a'S clearly stated by the Dalai
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Dear NSU Community,

Arts & Erwertairunent Editor
We had a couple of letters to the editor after the first
issue, which is actually a great sign! It proves that people are
not _2nly looking at The Knight, but also critically reading it
and caring about its content. With success comes responsibility, and The Knight's responsibility has certainly grown. ,
We appreciate and highly encourage letters to the editor. We
need to know what the readers would like, do not like, rec- ·
ommertd, etc. We read and consider every letter sent. Even
though ·every letter is not published, it is still highly valued
and appreciated. Please do send in your letters, opinion
pieces, comments, etc. to nsunews@nova.edu.
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Corrections
In the September 13 issue: Frances was misspelled on
page 1.
.
On page 13 of the September 13 issue, the names of three
PAKSA members were spelled incorrectly. They are
Humera Ali, Saima Rafiq, and Kiran Sheikh.
On page 5 of the September 13 issue, in the article "Teaching Excellence at Nova Southeastern University,"
·
Swaziland was referred to as a country in South Africa.
However, it is a country in Southern Africa.

.Melanie Denny

ffi

Member of the
Associated Collegiate Press

The Ktiigbt senes Nova Southeastctn Uni:vetsity tr'6m. its locati<:)n
in the .:\.thle,tics aad Stucfont Activities Bwlaing~ T'ht Knight is NSU's
established V'ehide for the transmis<iion of student reporting, opiaion
attd arts. Alt community members are invited to contribute anything
the} desu:e t<> The Knight.

'lJ.ou ·wte uwited ta

Edtmrialt;, commentaries and advemi-,-ements tn this publication reflect
the opiaions of the authors and _do not necessarily expre,;s the views of

me University or its officials, The l.v1igbt stat'£: or of.her advertii.-ers. The
· K.ni.ghi will. not publish unsigned letters except under spedal drcllltt1St11.nces
at the ooit1}r-'s discretion.

The :Knif;/Jt reserves ~e rigllt to edit.
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Submission Guidelines

.\rrach arttde(s) as a \X'or~ or Rich Text Format document to .ant.mail addrt.-ssed
to ru;uaews@nsu.nova.edu.
·

High quality pk"'tures are S'trongly encour~ed. ,\mch all µhot0gntpy and graphics
as seperat.e file.,;. :\ccepted fde formatsarez JPEG, GfF, UFf; or El'S. Make sure
to include \\-ho rook the pictutcs and the name of each per.-011 in the pictures. .

Wednesday September 24, 2004
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Be sure to include your full name, ei;nail address, and position (eg. Student of
Humanities) within the attached dot.-ument.

Center

.\II cssa l S in ML\ {)f .\Pi\ format must be edited to conform to a journalistic
format before submission. The ai:tide must say within the tt.~t wrrere the
Jnfortnattnn originates, not \\>ithin a Works Cited pa~e.

3301 College Ave.
Davie, FL33314
Hosted byt
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before you sub1nit yc,ur work. To o~l!U'.e payment, \\''11ter must till our appropeat.e
and simple paperwork. Payment is added to an employee's check, or a check is
mailed to the writer.
·
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Race .for the .White
House Gets Dir
Personal attacks over issues define ·
-2004 electionBy Greg Kyriakakis
Staff Writer

The Republicans held their 9 / 11themed convention in New York City
from August 30 to September 2. Moderate, high profile Republicans such as
California _ governor
Arnold
Schwarzenegger and former New York
City mayor Rudy Giuliani delivered
speeches aimed at swing voters. President George W. Bush formally ac- cepted the nomination on the final day .
of the convention and outlined plans
to fight the war on terror, promote
ownership, and reform education.
Some thought the party was playing
on the emotions of the attacks to win
support. . D.A., a junior at NSU says,
"the Republicans are using the sympathy of 9 / 11 for votes'' at a convention that was .void of ariy mention of
Osama Bin Laden. Directly following the event, a Newsweek poll found
Bush leading Democratic challenger
John Kerry by 11 %, a number that has
since dropped to 6%.
The Democrats held their convention'in Boston, on July 26 through
July 29, at which time Kerry accepted
his party's nomination and promised
to strengthen the economy, defeat te!- rorism, and 'Yin back America's credibility in the world.

Vietnam has become a central
issue in a presidential campaign 30
years after the fact. Kerry has used
his Vietnam service as a _key component in his.campaign, and Republicans
have elected to attack it. Most notably, Swift Boat Veterans for Truth, a
"527" organization comprised of men
who served with Kerry in Vietnam, ·
launched an ad campaign because, as
Spokesman John O'Neill says, they
"resent very deeply the false war
crimes charges he made coming back
from Vietnam in 1971." It was later
revealed that many of these men were
not present during the incident 1f?.at
earned Kerry three Purple Hearts, a
story they claimed he fabricated. President Bush condemns all "527" groups,
but would not specifically address the
Swift Boat Veterans.
Bush's National Guard service
has also been an issue of recent weeks
as new documents obtained by CBS
News raise questions as to.whether he .
skipped his duties and received special treatment because of family ties.
The validity of the documents is a
concern, and the White House has pro- ·
duced files validating Bush's service.
As this story continues to unfold, NSU

sophomore Mary Charles feels "their · defining platforms and getting to the
prior service is irrelevant"·and that the truth of harsh rhetoric.
focus should be on the issues currently
A lesser-addressed, yet imporfacing the nation.
tant, issue is gun control, namely the
Personal attacks . are becoming September 13expiration of the 10more prevalent and stunningly biting year Assault Weapons Ban signed by
as Election Day nears. Vice President President Bill Clinton, the termination
Dick Cheney has come under fire for of which will allow for the sale of 19 .
remarks regarding the election, saying, previously banned weapons. Bush
"If we make the wrong choice, then says he would have signed -t he bill if
the danger is that we'll get hit again," passed by Congress, but made no push
fueling speculation that the Bush Ad- to get it through. Pressure from lobby ·
ministration is using fear to win the groups like the NRA _and members of
White House. Reuters reports that Congress that are opposed to the ban
Cheney later clarified his statement, hav~ held it up. Kerry has already bes~ying Bush's policy of pre-emption gun using the lapse as a campaign is- .
is effettive against terrorism. A Kerry sue, as the Associated . Press quotes
spokesman responded that the sena-:- him as saying, "George Bush made a
tor "will hunt down and kill the ter- choice today. He chose his powerful
rorists_before they get us." In another friends in the gun lobby over the poincident, Bush also attacked Kerry, lice officers and the families he promstating that Saddam Hussein would ised to protect.,, In contrast, a Nastill be in power if the senator had his tional Institute of Justice study found
way. This brings into question that "there has been no discernible re- .
whether Kerry's policies regarding Iraq duction in the lethality and injuriousness of gun violence" because of the
have been clearly established.
Kitoye Naku, freshman at bill. Still, students like Naku. believe
:NSU, thinks, "Kerry hasn't talked "they shouldn't have let the Assault
enough about what he would have Weapons Ban expire," a sentiment
done about Iraq." For both parties, · shared by many police agencies fearwinning votes will come from clearly ful of these deadly weapons reappearing on the streets.

a

BUODtf18M
Need a pet-sitter?
Looking for a study
partner?
Have something to
sell?

Place a classified
·ad in

The Knight!

Reasonable Rates
Call (954) 262-8461
for details

continued from page 1
•

Pro,motJon of i'L!niversa/ Responsiblilty"
Is the Dalal Lama's main goal
La•a in his narratie,JJt "OM MANI
PADME HUM."
"Ite~d!less gf die city,; state,
o.t "(;Otlfttry to whkh His Hoiness travels, ms objectives are always ~obal in
scope," said Mr. Na,waag Rabgyal, rep1JeS\\Mil~ of His Hoitiess the Dalm
La1iln.ll to the An:ieri:Cas, im dte ~$ U
News e~Bulletim..

The Dalru Lama's objective is
to ;lobaize the co11ceptio1a of peace,
or wha,t he calls tlae· ''Umiversai bii.m. ,-; A
,.I,..,.,., to ~1..spoas'JJJ'f.l!rty;
· coor~
uoc 0-1-;
·<tUU
La:tr1a, if the authe1Mic Bud4ism af
TilbetMJt l..amfts i& disitategrated from
t:h:e swface of the Earth, tlae loss wil
~ a;n imba.laac~ ·t hat wili leltve 'US
aJil tresponsihle for its effects.
The Dal8i Lama
f!lhoto courtesy Robert...Zel/er.corn
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Left: Residents of Bes/an mourn over
· the lives lost. Above: Frantic
relatives hunted for their loved ones
amid the confusion. Below:
Desperately scanning lists of victims,
individuals search (or familiar names.
Bottom: Russian commandos
stormed the building in an unplanned
response to the sudden violence.
_Photos courtesy BBC news.

Terror in Russia:
.

,

Over 300 Kl1/ed; More Than .700 Wounded
in Russian Standoff .
By Rafla Chod~y
Steff Writer

Wednesday, September 1, rebels
took hostage of a southern school for
.three days in Beslari, Russia. On the
third day, commandos stormed into the
school gymnasium after bombs, which
· had been hung from basketball hoops
by the hostage-takers, started exploding:
Regional Emergency Situation
Minister Boris Dzgoyev reported that
332 people, including 1.56 children, ·
were killed, and more than 700 were
, injured during the standoff. In addition, heavily armed men and women
were killed in 10 hours of battles that
shook the area around the school with
gunfire and explosives. They were reportedly demanding independence for
the Chechen Republic, said Dzgoyev
in The Herald. Many Russians believe
this is the cause .of a qecade old Russian-Chechen conflict and has ·some
connection with the war in Chechnya.
Russian President Vladimir
Putin ~ent on National Television
September 4 promising to toughen security forces and eliminate corruption.
The event also had strong opposition
from various government officials.

President Bush called it "another grim
reminder of the-length to whicH terrorists will go to threaten ·this civilized
world."
A day after the tragedy,
shocked relatives drifted among row
after row of bodies in black or clear
plastic body bags on a pavement at a
morfille in Vladikavkaz, the capital of
North Ossetia, where the dead from
the sch6ol standoff were taken. Othe r
relatives in Beslan scanned lists of the ·
deceased to see if their loved ones had
survived the tragedi
Currently, investigation is underway. Officials are · inquiring
whether the authorities haa prior
knowledge about the attack and what
the government is doing to alleviate
the situation in Chechnya, where
de:idly fighting continues daily..In addition, the Foreign Prime Minister and
Rtfssia is currently in the process of
extraditing people who they believe
are linked with terrorism, including
Chechen rebel representatives .
Akhmed Zakayev and Ilyas
Akhmadov.

II-A t a Glance ·
v"°o ccurred Wedne!iday, September 1, 2004
~ Lasted three days in Beslan (Russia's North Ossetia region) ·
yl'Approxim~tely 1,200 innocent civilians held hostage
-,/"At least 339 people killed~ of which 171 were childre·n
. v"At least 10 Arabs among the terrorists

September lO. 2004
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Fences Make Way for New University Center
.

.

.

-

.

$52 million facilfty expected to be completed December 2005
By Rafla Chodhry
S tef.f W Titer

· For many students, fences around wellness will create a fitness center for stucampus appeared out of thin air. They d~nts that will be beautiful!" said Dean Wilwent to bed hoping to wake up to an- lia.ms. "There will be exercise machines, a
other exciting day on NSU's campus, but weight ro.om, racket ball courts, a rock
~stead many have felt like they were be- climbing wall, and much more. The intering herded like sheep with all the fenc- collegiate athletic program will have an
areria that will be capable of holding 4,000
mg.
"I feel like a trapped hamster," for intercollegiate athletic contests or up to
said Claudia Harris, a freshman .at NSU. 5,000 if we bring in concerts. There will be
"All the fencing is an inconvenience. I a whole performing arts wing that will host
feel as if soon I am going to get hit by a music and drama, there will be a recital hall,
and the ge~eral student piece will include a
car."
1
new
and improved flight deck."
"It sucks!" was the reaction of
The Rosenthal B~ilding will be inChristian Sippus, a Junior at NSU. ''What
corporated
into the new University Center,
purpose does it have if you can't drive
while the RecPlex will be demolished. "The
up to bookstore or cafeteria?"
Although the fencing might be an old RecPlex is scheduled to be torn down at
inconvenience to many, there is a logical the end of the project," said Deam Willia~s.
explanation behind it, one which is of The old RecPlex is eight years old and is really a cinder block building, while Rosenthal
best interest to NSU students.
would
blend in well."
·
' Site work has already begun for
For those students interested in
a 260,000 square foot, $51 million Uniknowing
the status of whether signs will be
versity Center to be built on NSU's camput
up
for
directions, the answer is yes.
pus. "Site work will take approximately
"There
are
signs
and they are going to be
90 days," said Brad Williams, Dean of
Student Affairs. "Then there will be bull- put up," said Dean Williams. "I spoke with
dozers, and soon extraction will begin, facilities management and there was a delay
with the idea of completion to be in in signs most _a ttributed to the fist hurricane.
December of 2005, which is not very There will not only be signs, but also maps
long to complete a building of that size which will say, 'You are here' and this is the
way to get to your destination."
and scope." ·
Overall, NSU is asking everyone to
The center will feature a wellness
be
patient
and tolerant about the rerouting
and fitness center, performing arts cenand
construction:
"Before you ·knpw it, the
ter, food courts, traditional student
University
Center
will be complete," said
union, and a convocation center sports
John
J.
Santulli,
Associate
Vice President of
arena, the second largest of its kind in
Broward County. "The recreation and Facilities Management. ''We're excited. Are
.
;l"
you.

Above: Students .

walk between
walls of fencing
en route to the
Rosenthal
building. Photo by
§ Rafla Chodhry.
r Left: The current
ii construction map,
showing off-limits
areas. Image ·
courtesy NSU
website.
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For n.mre int:mm.n.fon, please vistt our Web sire at
v.:•trf-'1.,u>t'a.ed:Jfacditit sl or cm,1H facfliries@n.su.,10va.tdu.

NSU's Tri-County Policy Crowds Dorms
Crowded dorms, ·1ack of choices has some students
questioning policy's validity
By Rafla Chodhry
Stef.f Writer

Students living in double dorms Arts and Sciences Professional and
should consider themselves lucky. Liberal Studies undergraduate stu'there are students living on NSU_'s dents with O to 48 credit hours to live
campus that do not have the option on campus. Unless the student is marof one roommate. Instead, they are liv- ried, over the age of 25, or can reside
ing three per dorm in dorms that are with their immediate family (niother,
built to only accommodate two stu- father, or legal guardian) within the tridents.
county (Broward, Miami-Dade, and
''It's very frustrating living in Palm Beach), the student must live on
a triple dorm," said Juliann Baxter, a campus.
· freshman at NSU. ''We split the closet
· · "It's a university-wide deciand everything, but I guess the person sion," said Lua Hancock; Director of
that came last really didn't have any Residential Life apd Housing. ''Basiinput into what went on. The dorms cally, it's the philosophy of the uniare . built for only two people. There versity that students receive an overare two dressers, two desks, and two all educational experience. That educlosets, so you can't live with three cational experience comes from both
people in a room, especially three girls, inside and outside the classroom. We
because girls need their space. There believe th.a t the education and experiis never a quiet moment in this room.-:- ence they gain in the residential hall is
There is always somebody here; if you . extremely important and is part of their
want to be alone, you can never be experience here as a college student
alone."
and becoming part of the college culThe main cause·of overcrowd- ture. So, although we are somewhat
ing could be due to NSU's policy, crowded, it's not that bad."
which requires all Farquhar College of
It may be a university require-

ment, but many students do not u_n- tri-county area) to stay on campus,
derstand thB reasoning behind this then it would have freed up a whole
policy. Lawanda Maxwell, a freshman lot of space." When questioned about
at NSU, feels that the policy should the overcrowding, Hancock stated
be invalidated. "The whole point of that Residential Life and Housing is
the · college experience is to learn to in the process ofstarting to move stulive on your own. If you want to m~e dents out of those triples and into the _
the decision - seeing h(?w we all are doubles.
legally adults - to live someplace else,
Despite the fact that action is .
off c~pus or near to campus, that being taken to disperse students livshould be our decision, not NSU's." . ing three per dorm into double dorms,
Even though there are some some students feel that NSU's policy
students who do get along fme with is of a greater advantage to NSU ittheir roommates, many wouldn't mind self.
not having to share one bathroom with
"I suppose in the long run,
three other people. ''I am happy with what it breaks down to, this is the best
my roommates,''. said Peter Clayton, a policy for NSU in terms of economsophomore at NSU. ''But. if given the ics, because they make more money
option to go into a double dorm in- the more people that are living in the
stead of a triple, I would have defi- residential halls," said Clayton. "Of
nitely elected al double. Just for the course, it does save you, because the
convenience. In triple dorms, we cost of the dorm is divided into three
aren't even provided the extra desks as opposed to two. But either way, it
and drawers for the third person. I s:up- · still guarantees that · NSU has a full
pose if NSU didn't make it manda- house as opposed to dorms that are
tory for' students (who live outside the vacant."
~
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Gas Shortage:

Frances
and the
Gas Frenzy
By NicGlle Gatller

Staff Wtiter

h

Gas Stations across
Fiorida-Soodl. Florida ia par:ticuiar ~ lacke-d one maj,or
compo111~mt as Frances aipproached: g-as. Gas was sold
om for a few days when radj:os and broadcastit,g c~nters.
f:rmtic:aly titfto~ed fo1r .tesidents to stock n,p oo it. Lo~
lines tt:a:ifod thro~ p statioas and ot1t towal!ds stteets
as motorists 1.i11ed mp, some
• •
.
..,,. •.• ~L..!l
~1..
watttng
pa,t:t@fluy
w~e orners
perpetuated the ~'bad driver'
st,er,eotype.
011 dae ra~ some <lri'V'ers were seen with ps Cft1'>S
ope11y ps ready to sp:ill Olilt at
~ next t:urn. Mafty encoumtered long lines, hut some
were ltICky. ''l actuailiy dida't
have long bes becat?Se I went
two dars before;' says freshman Jerinif<t Tejada. After
~bout thtee days, ps sra'tipfts
could be seen with yellow tape
wrnppecl around dae pump-s
and sig:tis that tead "NO Gas."
The statioa6 were completely
empty; motorists devoured
ev.ery 00/la'Ce o{ g:as they could
M their tatlks with, disrega;ttdtni the iRsan~y ~h price tot
the resomce.
The urureasolffl.hle prices
slil!l ha.ve people cOll'llp~.
"'1 hate them. 11":rices are} way
too rugh; I· tho•t we went
to Iraq· t-0 lower them," says
·senior Kyle Dacosta, Others
sh.ate t!Jae

~t}

. By Greg Kyriakakis ·
Stt.iff Writer

Hurricane Frances taught NSU students important lessons about hurricane preparation and surviving uncomfortable conditions. .While many evacuated the. campus, some students who were far from home had no
option but to ride out the storm in Goodwin Hall's sturdy hallways. Some stocked up on essentials - canned
foods and bottled water - while others took the hurricane and its threat too lightly. · S111ce hurricane season
. continues through November 30, fr's important for _students to be ready for anything.

Jenet George
Coral Springs resident
· On Frances:
"We were prepared with plenty of canned
foods. We were lucky; we didn't lose
power."
How will you prepare for future
hurricanes?:
"We're alreadyset for Ivan. We still have
bottles of water, candles, and canned foods."

Gabriel Jimenez
Goodwin Hall resident
On Frances:
"I actually didn't prepare
. for Frances, I just got
soda and chips.
Unfortunately, I got tired
..... " of eating that junk all .

week."
How will you prepare for future
hurricanes?:
"I'd go to Publix earlier and buy more
water. But still, bring on the hurricane.
I'm not afraid of Mother Nature."

opimoti, but

without s.:uch.~eaJ.. ·~1 ·tJhmk: it's
etaey, tb.11.ts all;' says Pres.hmm KristiAe Sant-OS. Some
ga:s station.s allegedly t-0ld customers that the re.gular gas
was sold out in order t-0 make
cot'JS-utners bur rrmch higher

priced ptemium ~s.
After a COUtp·le of days
of rlllS'mtl! to the nea.1rest sta1!ioa as tho~ the world was
coining to an en<4 rh:e com.motion settled as ~'Y finaly
had a full taak. As of 110w,
the laotaeymooa from tltte tax,!:lllt· is over, aocl the 11eaity of
haivitlg ro pay almost twoaty

doNa:ts- to fill 11p hlwf a tank is
hack ood despised m.ore than
ever.

Tiffany Goldwater
Pembroke Pines resident
On Frances:
"I was very prepared with supplies, and our
house was protected with metal shutters.
Our power went out about 6 hours into the
hunicane, so we went' to the Marriot, which
took our pets."
.
How will you prepare for future hurricanes?:
"They're inevitable in South Florida. We've left our shutters
up for now."
·

Chip
Saleem Sheikh
Pembroke Pines
Goodwin Hall resident
resident
On Frances:
On Frances:
"It wasn't terrible staying
"We put up shutters
on the 2nd floor, west
and it.never came; I
· side . .Thf1 other floors
almost fell off the
were stricter; they had to
ladder. My dad is the
use the RA's bathroom!
shutter Nazi."
We had TV and cards
How will you prepare for future
in the hallway; it was
hurricanes?:
fun."
"/ won't put up storm shutters ever
How will you prepare for future .
again. Ivan doesn't scare me."
hurricanes?:
Individual photos by Greg Kyriakakis. ·
"Stock up on water and non-perishable
Ivan satellite photo courtesy National
foods, but not Spam."
Hurricane Service

''Benjamins'' Distributed Across ·campus
~

.

Organizations across campus recieve funds from SGA
By Javeshnev Aimee Rivera-Azua
News Editor

The Student Government Asso-- cfation met on Sunday, September 11,
a few days before Hurricane Ivan
passed by. It was a hectic procedure .
that had been postponed twice before
because of hurricanes. The Nova
Southeastern University SGA was
given a task of "allocating 100,000
dollars towards anything they want. ...
They can do anything with the
100,000; they have the power, but they
want to fulfill their two goals," stated,
Terry Morrow, Assistant Director to
Student Activities and Leadership

Development. "Two goals, yes: to be
the voice of the students and unite the
campus as a· community." SGA wants
the clubs and organizations to benefit
from this money. As best· as they can,
they will allocate the money by considering the needs of the organizations.
Every year, NSU disburses
$100,000 to the SGA, money that the
organizations can benefit fr9m - not
as a cr1.1tch, but as help ·up towards a.
better budget for their organizations.
The organizatio~s within NSU have a
certain budget for each of their events.

Each organization "gives the SGA the
budget they need for their club, and if
· approved, all the _organizations have ·
to do come time of their event is pick
up their money here from our Accounts
Analysts," stated Morrow:
The SGA ha,s always divided the
disbursement of the $100,000 in two:
$60,000 for the ·Fall semester, and
$40,000 for the Winter semester. The
unequal allotment is due to the fact
that.more events occur during .the Fall
semester, such as holiday events and
this year's upcoming Homecoming
Ball.
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Soccer:
Undefeated
NSU Men~ soccer
begins the season
with a record of 4-0
By Alicia Winslett

Spt;rts Editor

The Nova Southeastern

U11ivetsity tnen's soccer team is
now 4 and O in their seasom so
far. The team is now rmed
18th after their win over the
Ouachita Baptist University
Tigers (0-4) by a score of 3-1.
The soccer team cotnpet.ed in
Arkadelphia, Ark. on the Fri-

dny, September 10 .
Se:nior
llasmus
Jesptirsea (Frederiksherg, D-.
matk) ar,id Andrew Morris
(Coventry, En~l'®nd) scored nhe
first two goals for NSU.
hsm\\16 scored 1lis first goal in
the 1 7t11 mi.au:te of the game
with an assist from Cronin.
Sophomo;e forward Lorca:n
Cronm (Duhoo, helatid) scot1ed
nis secotid game-~g ;oal
of the season, ·He was givM
an assist by one of htis teammates, scoted in tlae 34t1t minute
of the ~e. C1:oniin scored hi~
game-w-i(Qci~ g©al aft:ec J,;i,e
t6ok a throw ita by Etic N~es,

a sopb.omore from Housron,
Texas. Hie curled the shot from
the left corner ol th:e pe:tla:lty
asrea and inside the ~ht post.
Ctollffi is now lea~1 tw.te team
with 2 goals ~ 4 assists.
In the secoflti hfll!f, the
Tig.s sco:red tJo cut tkf;)ir defi~
cit to just ·ofle goal. They
scoced from a long throw-in
from Mark Leonard and
headed by David Cook ita the
74!li miaute.
That dioo't stop NSU
tlwugh, because tl:iey sealed
the wm in the $4lh Mtt!ttlte ~
a free kick fiom. Andrew Morris.

The ~lats keld a

1,~

, a~ta;ge ita sllots., imdatling
a 12~6 e~e it:1 sho:ts on goat
But, ltob.insom and Bailey combi1aed to make seven save'S.,
while a pair of shots by NSU,
foA!ard Adam Ltaddee. G,llfl!io:t
from Overland P'a.rk, Kah.)
were mocked off the line 'by
me Tigers.
)

Simin Schmitz, Anna Schmidtmann, Victoria Drescher, Jessica Homerlein, Coach Michael Coleman, Michelle Alvarez, Stefanie
Gribi, Andrea Moncada, Stephanie Zevallos. Photo by Alicia Winslett

Women's Tennis Team: High
Hopes for Second Season
New Recruits and Transfers Help Bring
Diversity and Talent to Team
By Alicia Winslett

Sports Editor

This is only the second year for
th~ Nova Southeastern University's
women's tennis team. This season,
t;hey have· four retur!"11g players, with .
the rest of the women either being new
incoming freshmen oi: transfer students.
There are twelve people on the
roster this year, doubling the size of
the team they had last year. Michelle
Alvarez is a senior this year on the
team. Last year, she was the number
. one player for the Knights. Previous
to playing for the Knights, she played
in high school in Southern California:
She was the MVP of the tennis team ·
at Adolfo Camarillo High School during her senior year, and she was allleague #1 in Singles/Doubles for all
four years of high school. · Alvarez
thinks that this year, the team will be
"really strong and we can develop
more." She also says, "The small
amount of time we'v~ spent together, ·
we're developing on and off the ·
court." This year, Alvarez has high
goals for herself and for the team.
''This year, I will focus on graduating,
doing well in tennis, arid applying to
law school. We have a lot of trans£ers

that are so good, and all bring some- can and stand up for the team. We all
thing to the team. It will be fun and need to have positive attitudes and
competitive. We want to be very posi- play our best and compete."
Anna Schmidtmann is a transtive and go far."
The women have been prac- . fer student originally from Germany. ·. ·
ricing for about three weeks at the ten- Her goals this year are to, "Stay up on
nis courts behind the elementary the court and fight, do what we ·can
school on campus. After BCC finishes do."
resurfacing their courts, the women
This year is .Coach Michael
will be practicing there. They will be Coleman's second . year with the
playing in 3-5 matches in the fall, all women's tennis team. "This year, we
as individuals. They play mostly Di- had time to recruit and not just solely
vision II teams, along with some
Di- . . recruit ·off campus, so we're looking
.
vision I teams. Their first match will forward to the year. .We have good
be this weekend in Jacksonville, FL. potential to be competitive and to be
Andrea Moncada transferred · seen rriore by other teams," <;:oach
to NSU this year as a s-ophomore and Coleman says. With all the new reis new to the Knights team this year. <:ruits, the .team is ~ore pushed and
She's originally from Honduras, played · practices have· improved because of
in nationals, and held a world ranking. it. His mairi goal this year for his team
Tbis year she will be playing in doubles are, "To be as competitive in conferand singles for The Knights. Already, ence in and out of season. It's little
she thinks .Coach Coleman plays an more realistic [this year] to have bigimportant role on the team. ."He's a ger expectations. I look forward for a
great coach. I think we're going to do good season; the team has people to
goo? this year. The team is different push them and they know that in com~
and I'm very comfortable already, even petition." The team says they are rethough I'm new to the team," Moncada ally meshing together -'Yell so far.
says. Her goals for herself and the 'We're a much stronger team this year,
team this year are to, "Play the best I · and I look forward to doing well,"
Coach Coleman says.
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NSU Women's Golf's
Promising Addition

•

Freshman Lindsey Colbert brings .talent and
optimism to Womens golf team ·

Ten Months of

lncon·venience
Around Campu•
WIii R88UJt in The

By Greg Kyriakakis
Steff Writer

Univeralty Center
Patience is key factor

Freshman Lindsey Colbert rado; it's Bent grass opposed to the
joined NSU's women's golf team · Bermuda grass here." Generally
this year with hopes of leading the good weather conditions and a
team to the title of national cham- lack of mountain courses are more
pions. Inspired by her father, fa~orable toward South Florida

'F<:Jr flhe ne:1et .~ n ll'iontlis or so,
@~tyoQ oo. 'tke NSU mlliil:pu;s ·w it have.

t-0 eaekme al t!ne construction ru,id. €er1c-

imtg al ·aJ:(:)'Ufld the schQdl. Th-0 ll•est
pcrohirea!lS a1ie w,al~ t-O chrss'l'!s arid

golfers compared to those in Colotook up golf at age 7 and began rado. Support from teammates has
playing coµipetitively at age 14. - made the transition to college life
Her dedication to the sport easier~ as they have ·a "great time"
throughout high school earned her together going to the beach, shopa top 20 spot in the state ranking; ping, and playing volleyball.
With the team practicing four
now, the 18-year-old golfer is bringhours each day, the work schedule
ing her talents to NSU.
Colbert, a Denver, Colorado native,

pathla;f Tke waltways, J)>affl&, a.ad some
parkin.~ sp,iutes S1tt1'.tol11$l.l\Mcii1g the
1'01:U'ldens, Fatqu:nar, alild Vette11tesiden:ce
Halls l\l:ave b@cOil[e fl part of ~ com~
stmc'llion site. 'Ilns is a b,ig s:tr1n:o~g
area, but i!h;e· Wlhale ame:a is ~ e the
ooasttucri:Q1!1 is. W ~ t-0 tile oafetem
aa-01 w ~ t:o classes wil be yecy .in.~
CO();V'elaient, Otit we're /giOitag to nav;e 00)
~o ruoup. it. Ir's g:o.i:n1 to be md to
,et adjusteq to tile l~~er walks, httt
once tke,Un4ve11Sity Center ts op@a, kwil
be all wortll it.
According to tdae NSU w(}hsite,
«t'J,1e U~versity Geater wi!f be' for
NCAA Ihvisio1!1. ll and recreational ath-

letics. It wil a:iso be a place to 'enjoy Me
ru;ts; supportpersonai wt&iess. tn.Jtwit:ioti,
an~ 'ltn0ss; attend' s:ports events; coacerls am.d lecw.r<€s; itt!ld host local, matiorutl,
mcl intermtional oomferenl:es." The ceatet is '°itag to De a 260,,000 S'}!W\OJ6 feet,
state of the art, mruti-use. f'aditty - the
second ia9st of it-s kind iin llroward
County,. Evttyone at the {Jfl;isvensity W:ii
beae-Eit £tom.a the Uniw~i:ty Cettter.
AJ,so, accordin,g,t,0 Jou Sad,
Associate V1ce '.President of faclltitles
Manaiemen.t, ''ltos~wl wtli tlll'ai:nitatin.
aN s~rvices a.ttcl. r e ~ la:01:U:s o"f o ~
'!\ion wW!.e the.rurea is uncier coastruction,
1nis ittdudcs the boo'k.tito:lie, stmdeat .dm-

Colbert decided to join
NSU after a recruiting Yisit last
December with coach Duke
Donahue. She loved the area and
bonded with membe:rs of the team,
-which made her choice to attend
c•

and Pilates sessions. Colbert says
that the team is "going to do awesome," and believes that they can
simple. · The fiiovl to Florida and win the national championship.
Admiring great golfers like
in.f o c9llege' Ii(~ has·J5fesented some .
challenges for Colbert. She notes Phil Mickelsorr and Tiger Woods
that, "The grass is different in Colo- also plays a part in Colbert's hope
'.

.~

.

;

~m
parkiin~ .avai.111,bl{: at tne

;t,·
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Second half goals by Rasmus Jespersen and
Adam Ludden lead ~nights to 5th win

·· By Edilie Kenny
Sports Information

peclestri~fl. traffic o~."

·
I did &lid a lot Qt p¢o.pcle that
a:~@ed tha.t die C<)1ft;StrlitCl;10rt- is .gOUtf't-O
be laa::lid. to ;et ased: t-0. D'ri~ lim~J;ial., a sophomo.re froiln Jac!Ktiooviill;e, FL
· said, ''The ~cimg is realy am10Jrtmga1.atl
takes up too mtt£ia space, l»;u,icaJlw" ~•
·cause they''te not d:oitag eansttuction in
al those areas. lit afiSO takes away Jiirotn
ckte look of owr catnJfil'S. [Tke t,~J
makes it less cawenient f-011 evetyoneY
~1ar1ee F<>rst1irorfe1:, a sophomor~ n:-0~ ·
Glaston:butry, Coma., said,,'~It's a k • .incoJ)lvenience iulcl .it tak,es aw41;y ftqp;i, tll;e
look of om .coiel,e· lt looks FnOte like
a constntcuipn site than a colete caiupus." I cledn:itelv ~ee wmtk.ker om tlhat;
hlllt onee clli:s is ala over, we wit laave
ome of

me most pres~o::us aa<d ~uti,: ,

.iul Unive:11sit, Ce-at1M:S:im tke ntttk>a

to keep "[golfJ a part of [her] life"
no matter what career she decides
on. She hopes to enter either the
· business or communication fields
and still "teach or coach, even if
it's not [her] main job." With a solid
qackground and high hopes for the
future, Colbert will play a key role
in helping The Knights achieve
their goals on the golf team this
year.

NS~ Men's Soccer Team·~dges the
Univ~rsity of Central ~rkansas
2-1
.
·To Re,m ain Perfect on Season

~ radio sta\tiioa, an4 !'~ht Deck.

wil he 110
lloseatha! Smdent Cetllte,r-ro.r the duration of tae ptiotect, apptf>'~to0.ly 10
mo11.t:lls. A wdiway a ~ the so"lllth side
of the ~ g wlli be a:'V'ailalale fot ala

is tough, but Colbert believes i~ to
be fun~ In addition to typical training, players also undergo workouts

Lindsey Colbert
Photo by Greg Kyriakakis

<

The # 1 ff ranked Nova
Southeastern University men's
,, soccer team (5-0) remained undefeated after edging the University
of Central Arkansas Bears (1-3. 1) on Sunday afternoon, September 12, it Farris Field on the campus of Central Arkansas.
NSU has won their first
five games of the 2004 season
and wrapped 11.P a sweep of their
two-game set in Arkansas, as they
previously defeated. Ouachita
.. Baptist by a 3-1 final on Thursday .e vening.
· VCA struck first in the
23td minute as forward Ryan

McKean put the host Bears up 1-0
with a 35-yard strike that curled
just inside the left post. NSU goalkeeper Matt Bergantzel (Sr., Albany, Ore.) was partially screened
on the play and was unable to r~act irt time to save the well'-placed
shot.
NSU evened the score
seven minutes into the second half
when midfielder Rasmus Jespersen
(Sr., Fredriksberg; Derunark) penetrated deep into the Central Arkansas half of the . field . He
dribbled along the end line, lofted
the ball mto the goal area, and beat
UCA 'keeper Ian Goodman to the

4

far post for the 52nd minute equalizer.
After a flurry of opportunities at each end, the Knights broke
through in the 66th minute when
Andrew Morris -(Sr., Coventry, England) rushed forward from his right
back position and carried the ball
down the right flank. Morris served
a beautiful ball into the area that
NSU forward Adam Ludden Q'r.,
Overland Park, Kan.) headed past
Goodman for the game-winner.
Ludden has three goals on
the season, including two gamewinning tallies, while Bergantzel
picked up his 5th win in goal for
NSU.
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MTV VMAs Make Many Statements
What we can take from the August 2gh Video Music Awards Show
By Alaina Simiµovsky
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Earlier this month, MTV's VMAs broadcasted live from Miami. And as usual, the VMAs juxtaposed designer
fashion with most stars' casual styles. This a-ward show allows for music rnt'>guls to gain greater renown and for
newcomers to grow in popularity. Along with the fashion and music statements, this year's VMAs had a clear
statement about youth. Celebrities want today's youth to know that in our age there is power, and this comes with
the right to vote.

Music
J:'he VMAs rarely disappoint.
This year!s performers lit up the stage
just like in years past. They displayed
their talents •but did not shine over
the night's winners. The statement
that this year's VMAs made to the
music world is that obscurity can
come as suddenly as fame, but for
some, fame can be maintained. Jayz and Outkast were the early winners, walking away with the covete<il
Moon men before the awards had even
begun. Jay-Z's awards demonstrate
that he has not only star power but
staying power. His video 99 Problems
received four awards. After several
years in the tnusic industry, Jay-Z
proves hard work maintains celebrity
status.
As stats flooded down the red
carpet, an absence went unnoticed.
Justin Timberlake and Britney Spears

were rmssmg in action. Timberhle,
who lost out to an ecstatic Usher,
wasn't on hand, though he was a nominee. Spears, also a nominee, didn't
come to Miami to enjoy the fostivities. Not one of the MTV newscasters noted their absence. The once
crowned prince and princess of pop
have abdicated their thrones. They
both still enjoy a large fan base and
sold out concert.s, but clearly their importan~e to the pop world has diminished.
New-fangled stars like Ashlee
Simpson and the trio of rock bands,
Yellowcard, Hoobastank, and Jet,
graced the stage with powerful performances that riled up the crowds, who
sang and yelled along with the artists.
MTV boosts many careers, and these
are just a few that ehjoyed the spotlight at this year's awards.

Fashion
Celebrities clad in t-shirts and
jeans shared the same red ca-r pet
spotlight as those in flowing gowns.
However, the clash of chic verses
casual does not fall along the gender
stetentypes as one would expect.
M@n strutted eheit stuff down the t.ed
carpet in stylish suits that rivaled the
women's dresses.
White seems to have been the
color of the evening. Usher, P.
Diddy, and John Norris, the red carpet host, all donned white in different ways. Usher's white on white
attire enjoyed a splash of pink, introduced by the handkerchief in his
spo.rt coat pocket. P. Diddy's white
suit was contrasted not only by his
black tie but also by Mase., lea<l member of his entourage, who wore the
opposite of Diddy. Jay-Z, who from
the beginning of the event seemed
to be the night's winner, wore white
on white with an orange accent, a~d
as such took his rightful place with
the other kings of hip hop. Newcomer Kanye West joined this crew
of-well-dressed men, but shunned
their typical white or black dress

P.Diddy and Mase perform at the MTV
Billboard awards in Miami, Florida,
August 29,2004:. This is the first ume
that the two performers have appeared
on stage together in five years. Photo
courtesy REUTERS/Ethan Miller, Yahoo
MusicUnks

Vote or Die!
Jay-Z holds his four MTV Video Music
awards in Miami, Sunday, Aug. 29,
2004. Jay-Z won Best Rap Video, Best
Direction in a Video, Best Ediung and
Best Cinematography. Photo courtesy AP
Photo/J. Pat Carter/ Yahoo Music Unks

code by wearing instead a pink shirt
as the center of his outfit.
Jessica Simpson followed suit
with the men, wearing a white dress
with silver accents. Again, the embocliment of grace, she showed only
tasteful cleavage in her casual outfit
which caught her below the knee. On
her arm was husband Nick Lachey,
who was also casually dressed in jeans
and a buttor;i down shirt. Other casually dtessed stars included the members of Hoobastank, Jojo, and Haiey
and Hillary Duff.
Lil' Kim, Alicia Keys, andJ-Lo
(who is named the "unofficial queen
of Miami") all wore designer dresses.
J-Lo's earth toned_ tube dress was
complimented by her big brimmed
brown hat. Lil' Kirn had a very different accessory. Though more covei;ed
than usual, Lil' Kim, :who wore a floor
length gown, wore her breasts as the
gown's main accessory.
With best dressed, wo.rst dressed,
and casually dressed celebrities, the
VMAs never disappoint the fashion
savvy.

The artists at this year's VMAs
wanted to make one statement unmistakable: VOTE!
Daughters of each of the entrenched party's candidates promoted
the vote, and also took a moment to
promote their fathers.
Instead of this partisan promotion, the stars remained neutral, only
promoting the power of the youth
vote. According to the Center for
Voting and Democracy, voter turnout in young American adults has almost met its all-time low. These
popular music f?gures are usmg their
influence with this age group to try
to persuade them to use power oj
their vote.
Senior Amanda Brown smiles
while she says, "I learned the date to
vote from P. Diddy." During the
awards, Diddy emerged as the star
tnost fixated on getting out the vote.
He seemed certain that stressing the
ppwer that comes with the right to
vote would impress youth enough to
do so.
Above left: Performer Jennifer Lopez
poses for photos on the red carpet at
the MTVBillboard awards in Miami,
Florida, August 29, 2004. Left: Jessica
Simpson gets caught on earner.a as she
takes a stroll down the red carpet.
'Both photos courtesy REUTERS/Bill
Davila, YilhooMusic Links·
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Nothing to Do? _Think Again

;flal'1tt1 Slmlnor,sty
.Arts 4' 'f.ntertaln1ttent f.dtt:or

All too often people say "theres show. Instead of watching Tv, go to an
nothing to do." Once you've exhausted art gallery. I know "art" isn't really fascithe options of going to movies and par- nating (o many people, but you can find
ties, you may think that you're left with something that holds your interest. I was
few or no options. Thus, you lay around surfing the web, checking out upcoming
playing video games or maybe watching events for the arts and entertainment calenTv. When you complain, someone might dar and_ran across a lot of fascinating events.
tell you to read a book. Now, I'm not Maybe you like satirical cartoons - well,
naive - I know that the last thing most · head over to ''.It's Debatable" at the Unicollege students want to do is add to their versity of Miami, where there's a political
substantial reading load. So, you're left cartoon gallery set up. If you like it, one of
bored out of your mind with "nothing to · the artists highlighted~ be coming to NSU
do."
in a few weeks and you might want to check
That's simply not the case. South him out. If politics don't tickle your fancf,
Florida offers a plethora of ways to oc- find something else. For example, the
cupy your time. Instead of a movie, see a Museum -of Lifestyle and Fashion History

is having a display dedicated to Lut1ch Box
History.
The lack of "things to do" is not the
problem; rather, it seems to be a lack of
motivation to look for something to do.
Southflorida.com offers a venue that can
be used to get information about events
going on in the area. Check it out- if you're
interested in music and stage, they might
send you to the Broward Stage Door Theatre to see a show likeA1!)1thing Goes. Maybe
you want to go dancing. Maybe you want
to check out an art gallery. The options are
endless.
In response to this lethargy, The Knight
will publish a calendar "in the Arts and En-

tertainment section. This calendar will highlight community events, such as those at the
library. or at the Broward Center for the
Performing Arts, as well as concerts, m:ovie
openings, CD releases, and other special
events. Check out the calendar if you're at
a loss for something to do, and hopefully
you can find something that might interest
you.
Instead of complaining about eventless weekends, take an active role to find
something to do. There are activities out
there if you only look.
Some Resources: TheKnightA&E Calendar and southflorida.com.

Calendar -o f Events
9/20

9/21
CD Releases
Office
Depot
~ Center-

OD I
·

.Alvin
Sherman
Library
American
Airlines
Arena
Movie
Openings
Broward
Center

Green Day
American Idiot,
Ben Harper and the
Blind Boys of
Alabama
There will be a Light
The Rat Pack
Boys Night Out
Mark Chestnutt
Savin' the Honky
Tonk

9/23

I OD 1~

1AA
Usherand
Kanye West

(9/22-9/26)
Beauty and tbe Beast

9/24

•

A Dirty Shame
First Daughter
The Forgotten
UE5£ff31

9/26
(9/25-/26)
Gloria Estefan

9/28

Ill

Rascal Flatts
It"·"""' · L,1ke
. - Today
Fe!&ls
Hillary Duff
. Hillary Duff
The.Used
In Love & Death,
Al Franken
O'Franken Factor
Factor: The Very
Best of Al Franken

19/29
r AA ~

19/30

10/2
- A l l programs are
lllillia held in Public
Library Services, First
Floor, unless otherwise
indicated. For more
information call (954) 262-.

I OD Il Phil Collins

(9/29-10/3)
. Beauty and the Beast •

•

Navigating the Public
.Library Services
Website

5477~~~~~~

Thursday Movies
Series
Books Over Biscotti

•

- s i n g Libraries
ere and At
Home, Exploring the
USA PATRIOT Act
Calendar compiled by
Alaina Siminovsky

Festival Miami

For ticketing or
more information
contact the Broward
Center at
www.browardcenter.org
or Autonation Box Office a
800-564-9539.

gvoting
American
Style

9/27 .
Navigating the Public
Library Services
Website

9/22

Incubus

Ladder49
Opening 10/1

•

For ticketing or
more information
contact the American
Airlines
Arena
at
Ladder49
www.aaareria.com 768777-1250 or for tickets
Shark's Tale
contact Ticket Master at
Tying the Knot WWW. ticketmaster. com
For ticketing or
NSUOpen
more information
Mic Night
contact
www.officedepotcenter.com
954-835-8499 or
www.ticketmaster.com

artist Ross Harbaugh plays the Elgar the injury causes a drastic change in disappearing daughter recently, the two
Concerto for Violoncello, Op. 85. Tickets her sexual drive, turning her into a sex team up to try to find the answers behind
addict, much to the joy and then the mystery.
ar.e$25
.frustration of her husband (Isaak) who
Sesame street Live: 10/1-3 An average has trouble keeping up with her, as her Ladder 49 (Drama): Opens nationwide
day becomes extraordinary when Terry new personality threatens to tear apart 10/1. Joaquin Phoenix, JohnTravolta,
and her . Muppet friends teach their the remnants of what wasn't an entirely Jacinda Barrett and directed by Jay
Russell. PG-13. Synopsis: Trapped in a
intergalactic visitors all about Earth. The perfect family to begin with.
fire that looks likely to kill him, a fireman
live show includes popular segments
.
Tech Program
such as Elmos World and Journey. to First Daughter (Romantic Comedy): (Phoenix) takes the opportunity to look
Mon., 9/27, Wed, 9/291-3pm
American Airlines Arena:
Ernie, as well as-a letter and number of Opens nationwide on 9/24. Cast: Katie back over his life, career and marriage,
Navigating the Public Library Services Usher and Kanye West: 9/23 at8:00pm. ttie day. Your favorite Sesame Street Holmes, Marc Blucas, Michael Keaton while he waits for his company, Ladder
Website with Candace McKinniss,
Usher brings his "Truth" tour to the friends teach children how much we and directed by Forest Whitaker. PG. 49, to rescue him, if they can ...
Institute for Leaming in Retirement
American Airlines Arena with special have in common. Tickets are $10-$23. 20'h Century Fox. Synopsis: When
Open House, University Park Plaza guest Kanye West. ·Tickets range from For times see website.
Samantha Mackenzie (Holmes), 18- Shark Tale (Animated Actio/9/
North, For more information call
$47.50-$65. Please see the contact
year-old daughter of the president of Adventure): Opens nationwide 10/1.
(954) 262-8472
information listed above for more . Office Depot Center:
the United States, demands that she be Voices: Will Smith, Robert De Niro, Jack ·
information.
Disney on Ice, Beauty and the Beast: allowed to go to college without having Black, Renee Zellweger, Angelina Jolie,
Thursday Movies Series
Classicfairytalecomesaliveon ice! This to be followed by a fleet of secret and directed by Bibo Bergerson and
9/30, 12:30-2:30 pm
Gloria Estefan Returns: 9/25-26, 2004 show is running 9/22 -9/26 with shows service agents, her dad agrees ... while Vicky Jenson. Not Rated. Dreamworks
Film: Baseball by Ken Burns Special Time TBA. "Hometown Girl" Glorida twice on the· 23rd and 26'h and thrice on actually assigning one of the youngest SKG Synopsis: Oscar (Will Smith) is a
guest, Marty. Mulford, Group Sales Estefan brings her "Live and Re- the 25'h. Tickets range from$15 to $46. Secret Service agents to follow her fast-talking fish who dreams big. But
Manager for the Florida Ma.rlins Wrapped" Tour to the American Airlines For schedule see we.bsite.
. around on campus disguised as a his big dreams land him in hot water
student. The president's plan goes when a great white lie turns him into an
Sponsored by the Davie-Cooper City Arena. Tickets are $30-$125.
Rotacy Club
Incubus: 9/28, 2004 at 7:30pm-One smoothly until the young agent falls in unl.ikely hero. At first, his fellow fish
.
.
Disney on Ice, Beauty and the Beast night only at the Office Depot Center. If love with this girl he has to spend all swallow Oscar's story hook, line and
Books Over B1scott1
Classic fairytale comes alive on ice! you like Incubus get your tickets soon! day following, and she falls in love with sinker and he is showered with fame.
9/30, 7-9pm
.
.
Tickets range from $9 to $46. For Tickets are $34. Please see the contact him too, until. .. she finds out who he It's all gojng swimmingly until it starts to
An 1nformc:1I book d1scuss1on group: Sue schedule see www.aarena.com
information above for more information. really is . Can their love outlive the become clear that Oscar's tale is all wet.
Oscar is finding out that being a hero
Monk_ Kidd's Secret Life of Bees For ·
.
deception that gave it fruit?
comes at a Market Price when his lie
more information, contact Paula Adams Broward Center of the Perfo.rming Phil Collins: 9/30, 2004 at 8:00pm(954) 262-5485
Arts Productions:
Catch Phil Collins at the Office Depot The Forgotten (Thriller): Opens threatens to make him the Catch of the
Festiva/Miami: 9/26 at 4:00pm For the Center. Tickets range in price from $45- nationwide on 9/24 . Julianne Moore, Day. Now he has to tread water until
Other Events:
first time ever, Festival Miami comes to $85 .. Please see the contact information Dominic West, Gary Sinise; directed by he can get the scales to tip back in his
Exploring the USA PATRIOT Act
the Broward Center for the Performing above for more information_
Joseph Ruben. PG-13. Revolution favor again .
Tuesday, 9/28, 4-6 pm
.Arts! The University of Miami Symphony .·
Studios. Synopsis: When a single
Panel members from the US Justice Orchestra, Thomas Sleeper, conductor, Movie Openings:
mother, Telly Paretta (Moore), lo~es her Tying the Knot (Documentary): Opens
Department, Howard Simon from the presents Tod und Verklarung (Death A Dirty Shame (Comedy): Opens in 8-year-old son, she seeks the help of a ·· in limited theatres 10/1 . Directed b: Jim
ACLU, Marc Stern from American and Transfiguration), by Richard limitedtheatres 9/24 sµming Selma Blair, psychiatrist (Sinise) to cope with the de Seve . Roadside Attractions.
Jewish Congress, and Teleb Salhab Strauss. Special guest artist, heralded Tracy Ullman and Johnny Knoxville and pain of her grief, only to be told that her Synopsis: A look at the debate over
from the Arab American Community bass-baritone, Donnie Ray Albert sings directed by John Waters. NC-17. Fine · son is merely a figment of her same sex marriage in the USA. Reasons
Center will.discuss the USA PATRIOT Carlisle Floyd's Pilgrimage, a set of 5 Line Films. Synopsis: When the owner imagination, with her mind making up . behind it are illustrated by real life
ACT; guest hosted by Johnny Burris, biblical texts for low voi·ce and ofa Baltimore convenience store, Sylvia eight years of false memories. When couples that have run afoul of current
.Esq. Location Room 4009
orchestra. University of Miami faculty Stickles (Ullman), suffers a concussion, she meets a father (West) who has had laws, and the reasons against it are
-another similar experience with his own debunked by proponents.

Alvin Sherman Library Events:
New English Cafe at the Connections
Cafe (Informal discussion class for adults new to the English language.)
9/21, 6 - 7 pm Voting American Style
Host: Molly Kinney 9/28, 6:30-7:30 pm
Using Libraries Here and At Home
Host: Harriet MacDougall

NSUOpenMic
Friday, 10/1, 7-9pm at the Connections
Cafe: An evening sponsored by
Connections Cafe - Music, poetry, and
dance - from classical through new age
and rock. (In order to perform, you must
be affiliated with NSU, however, the
evening's entertainment is open to the
public-) Host: Richard Tourney
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NSU Law School Graduate Gets Praise from The Donald
Apprentice 2 Contestant, South Florida Attorney Bradford leads his team to victory
By Alaina Siminovsky .
Arts & Entertainment Editor

./

Last year's TV reality sensation could have caught a glimpse of him to take on other candidates who· are
was not the new season of Survivor. either at the courthouse· or putting without a doubt successful i11 their .
Instead, it was the same sort of cut- around in a customized golf cart com- own right. · According to his interview,
throat action, but set in the concrete plete with monster truck tires.
he is well versed in the mistakes of
jungle of New York. "The ApprenClearly, our hometown "hero" last year's contestants and exemplified
- ~ce," starring real estate mogul Donald has a lot of personality; we can only this well by being a strong leader in
Trump, beat out the competition to hope that he communicates it "right" the first challenge.
become last season's #1 show. NBC · on the screen. Bradford told "EnterWhen he's not making facetious,
hopes to recreate its success with the tairtment Weekly" that he should win, _yet clever comments, he is quite
sequel, "The Apprentice 2," which be- because, ''Winning, to me, •is every- humble, naming his father as the pergan September 9, 2004.
thing. That's what I do." And he's son he mo_st admires. "My dad has alFor those who aren't reality TV right. Thursday, September ·9, on the ways been an in~vidual I admire more
buffs, "The Apprentice" gives one premier episode, Bradford served as then anyone I know. He taught me the
BFiildford
yollng rising star in the professional project manager for the women's team value of hard work, integrity, honesty,
F?hoto. courtes,y NfiJC
world chance to work for Donald and led them to victory during the loyalty, sacrifice, and keeping one's
Trump. During the first episode, · Mattel Toy Company challe'nge. word. Any business man who exudes ·
Trump splits the contestants into two Bradford showed leadership skills, those qualities is one that I respect and
groups, which remain (hopefully) un- · enthusiasm, arid charisma, which ulti- admire.'t 1
til the end. . Each weels the groups . mately allowed him to inspire the Apex
Through interviews, the concompete in an exercise, led by one who tea:m. (Apex is the women's team testant pool - which starts out with
serves as the "project manager." The name; Mosaic is their nemesis.) As a thousands - has been narrowed to ·
group that wins is rewarded in some reward for winning, the team received eighteen. From there, each contestant
way, while the group that loses places a night in Trump's suite with the will have to show individuality and
three people, one being the project Donald and a gourmet meal. pr9mise in order to keep his position
manager, on . the chopping block, Bradford, as team leader, won immu- on the show. Su~cess is the name of
- where Trump makes the final decision, nity for the next task, meaning if his th~ game, a game that Bradford scores
declaring .to one of them _those infa- team loses, he cannot be brought into by the achievement of respect. "My mous words, ''You're fired.;' .
the boardroom to be considered for definition of success is gaining the re~ Albert Einstein, George Washington,
Among this year's contestants dismissal. Bradford -exudes the traits spect of the people I admire most, ~v- and Abraham Lincoln; however, can
is young, 33-year-old lawyer Bradford, that Donald looks for in an appren- ing well, laughing often, having the anyone dispute the mark they left on
who graduated from NSU's Shepard rice; he is willing to compromise, a ability to do whatever I want when- future generations?"
Law School. According to NBC's can- strong leader, and enthusiastic and at- ever I wan.t to do it, and leaving my
To catch future · episodes of
didate profile, Bradford is· a _Sllccess- tentive.
ma.rk on society. There are different Bradford's success- in the concrete
ful attorney and real estate investor in
. This single, successful attorney measures of success. No one would jungle, tune into "The Apprentice 2"
South Florida: Before the show, you has done his homework and is prepared dispute that there were richer men than on NBC at 9 p.m. Thursday evenings.

a

-Tb•

Appreati ce 2"
o,n NBC
Tlla1radays •t
&130 pJ11,.

Movie Review
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iin the She

By.Christie Bailey
Managing Editor

It has been nine years since the
release of the phenomenal anime
movie "Ghost in the Shell," a movie
that inspired the Wachowski brothers'
"Matrix" trilogy. Now, almost a decade
later, Mamoru Oshii returns as director of the graphically glittering,
thought-provoking sequel, "Ghost in
the Shell 2: Innocence."
"Ghost in the Shell 2: Innocence," based on the popular Japanese
comic by Shirow Masamune, portrays
a world in which humans and machines coexist. h is a world inhabited
by a strange menagerie of cybernetically e~hanced humans) artificially intelligent robots, and purely electronic
personalities that, . at one time, had
been able to call themselves "human."
Using the main character, a cyborg
named Batou, as a guide, the movie
addresses the question, "Under such
conditions, what is the meaning of
human existence?"
"
The film attempts to answer
this question on many levels, exploring such subjects as emotion~ the
meaning of family, the human spirit,
_the human connection with .animals,
and the validity of memory in a time '

when the brain can be programmed blended together." Indeed, while the
like a computer. In order to fully ex- juxtaposition of the two types of aniamine the meaning of humanity, the · mation is dazzling to _the eye, it also
director makes comparisons to the serves to reinforce the story's theme:
human experience through the use of the merging of human and machine.
dogs and dolls (both toy dolls and anAnime fans may rejoice to know.
droids, which are referred to in the that this movie will be released with
movie as "dolls"). There is a five- · subtitles, not dubbing, given that subminute interlude that _consists entirely titles usually allow for a more accuof Batou spending time with his be- rate translation. However, attemptloved basset hound. This scene qui- ing to keep up with the jargon-filled,
etly plumbs the depths ofhuma11 emo- often philosophically complex dia.a
tion and attachment by providing a logue takes away from the enjoyment
glimpse into domestic: life, and thus of the movie.
comes close to revealing an answer to
With plenty. of action, beautiful
the movie's ongoing question. Still; as graphics, artistic interludes, philowith any philosophical inquiry, there sophical examinations, and an inter-:
is no answer, only more questions.
esting plot, "Ghost in the Shell 2: InTwo kinds of animation were nocence" has a lot to offer - perhaps
used: hand drawn, 2D characters, who even a ·little too much. Moviegoers .
are superimposed on computer gener- may feel a bit overwhelmed by this
ated, 3D backgrounds: The movie intense movie experience. One thing
took four years to complete, and used is for sure: it is definitely a, movie to
several powerful pieces of software·to be watched several times over.
render its brilliant ~D backgrounds.
"Ghost in the Shell 2: Innocence"
Says Oshii, ''Although the characters · has become the sixth ever animated ·
are 2D, when you -look at the picture, movie _to compete at the Cannes Init's hard to draw a line between 2D ternational Film Festival, and the first
and -3D, because they are so ·well anime Q"apanimation). It was directed

~

Ghost in the Shell
2: Innocence

?,

Studio:
Dreamworks
Director:
Mamoru Oshii
Producer:
Production I.G.
Rating: PG-13
by Mamoru Oshii, was produced by
Production LG., and is being released
by Dreamworks. It is rated PG-13 for
violence, disturbing images, and brief
language.
~-
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Price ·Gouging 'In Florida:
·I/legal, unethical, ·and disgusting
By Nicolle Garber

I sim;cetel;y li,ope the Vol-wne. i 5 1isstte 1 e~oo of '.I'he
~ t i s t1ot an indlea.tioia .o i
tm:~ 4!Ufify of the })3f'« for tire
:ttest of dae ye.tt,:. I am _n,Qt a
f01!1m1r1i:st. However, ~ a. con~ e t of .mrews, l :!mow wlaa>t. I
like u1d wh4llt l et;.s1ike. I
mo~y ctis'lke<l ,mis i:ssue.

The 1\ll.Ost :ne,~@ ~

vaot

I tOWild was • ecitomrl
ev<}a a wd wdtteti oa:e at dmt)
mixed. ~ng news articles oo
~ 3:. Whal! ba,ppe:tle-O to die

Op/Bclpa~t
"''Get
0'1tft
and
Vote... 0.rJte Stu,dent's Opl'Si·~
iof:l'' is d'6a!tly a parti'Siffl. opm-

ioo ~e and do(lls :am belong

•o

s~e ~ as le~tit::nnite
(wnd
poody w.,ri1!ten) ttews
pi-eces so.di ag '~ew Stude1'1t
Cet:1ter to be Eret:teaM Cam,..
pws" and ·?rovisi~ ~ta!
Care ior Ut1~vileJeclMd
Di&aNeclJ' •..
. •. There are tnaJ!ly mQ!J:e
e ~ ad edft:orial &ws in
this issue· of th~ Krtight and
time de.es 1l'Ot rmrrit :tn;e 'EO
con;trnwt oa. al of dtee. I un,de~d this is a. smdent mt1
0111 lihe

...

~:n:iz.ation and if look: ~
warq to daes-¢ issues bcimg addtesse_d and to the ~iht..mllpro'Wii~ every we,elt,.

JW!Ut 'llaul
Parts t( 11m ieNer were tmJFI~
tetl due .to lenif!h.

The l!clltor's

Reply
J<mn l\\w,.
The opifflon pie~e ''Get
Out
and
Vote ... One
Studmt's Opirtion"

ts clau;'ly

la:beled as a ~ F i piec~
within its tide. .It was ploced
in tlae News Sect1()t'l due to 1:be·
lack of copy noo"1ed to ct~
ata entire 0 ~ Sectitrfl.
.Amatiwl• N. Jttowa
~Edffl,r-...m.,.Cl\ief

Staff W titer

During the Hurricane Frances filed against them for charging extraormayhem, when shelves were licked dinary prices for room and board be~
clean ofany nourishment, and the only cause evacuated families and tourists
Listen up, ladies. This is not only for
water left was that which was falling had no other choice - either pay or be
the boys! As considerate lovers, it is necfrom gloomy clouds, some stores had left in the storm. The names of some essary to hold back, take your time, and
the audacity to charge as high as $50 of the businesses were not releas~d, approach lovemaking as a journey. Too
for a 24-pack of bottled water. Nor- most likely for safety reasons. ·
corny for you? All right, how about commally, it would cost around $10 to $12
Florida has a: price gouging stat- paring good sex to a lobster dinner? A
.dollars. Instead of _aiding those who ute that states that, during a state of significant part of enjoying lobster is the
needed supplies, ·some businesses . emergency, businesses must retain the labor you invest into it You can't just cut
were more concerned with making a average price of an item for thirty days: it up and start chomping. You have to pay
attention, take your time, and gently work
substantial profit.
Price gouging is illegal, and fines are
the meat out of the ;hell. It can get messy,
The meaning of "price gouging" one thousand dollars for every occurbut that's part of the fun.
is pricing above the market when no rence - twenty-five .thousand if it has
One of the best techniques for forealternative retailer is available. To put happened repeatedly within 24 hours.
play is gentle cat;esses all over, and that goes
it .more simply: charging insane prices There is also the Deceptive and Un- for both men and women.
when critical resources ru;:e scarce.
fair Trade Act that fines $10,000 per
Many women complain that men just
Water is a must; it is a key item incident, and $15,000 if the cheated want to "slam, barn, thank you ma;am;"
needed to survive, especially during a person is handicapped or a senior citi- You have to keep in mind that it takes two
to tango. Men also need some gentle teashurricane. Stores know that. Com- zen.
"It sucks· it's unfair to the con- ing from their partner; · If you just go
plaints arose statewide. "That's just
stupid; they shouldn't take advantage sumer, b ecause' th ey· h ave no contro1· , straight to
, .the bank and make a deposit,
.
,,
h
G b
then thats it1
of people during a time [of] need," says over prices,
says sop omore a e
v
h
. . ·
k
ak
·
·
1.ou avetomvestmstoc stom e
sophomore Rob Keeves, a comrriuter. Jimenez. It's appalling to realize that, them flourish! Work around the "obvi-Gas, water, and plywood were during an emergency, money is valued ous" spots and wake up each other's bodsome of the top items being price more than life itself Avoid being a vie- ies. Get the blood pumping and the skin
gouged.
rim by saving receipts and not buying t:ingling. More foreplay .at the beginning .
. Also, hotels like the Days Inn in a fifty-dollar pack of water - stock up makes for a more satisfying ending.
West Palm Beach now have lawsuits early:

Sexy Lobster

Gr~~·
South Florida: sun, warm
beaches, bikinis, mosquitoes the size
of a child's fist, air so dense with water that you breath and drink simultaneously, and enormous malls that attract foreigners from exotic places such
as Cambodia and other places where
people have tea time ·and w~estle
rocodiles. All these traits are marvelous, but nothing - absolutely nothing
- can surpass the prestige and glory
of South Florida's greatest trademark.
Ladies and gentlemen,a drum ro]J
please: bad drivers.
"A day of driving isn't complete
without the occasional finger, someone beeping their horn, and the person next to you who E:uts you off and
as they speed away gives you the finger," says freshman Paul Saneaux, who
is also a native to South Florida. As ·
· South Florida natives, this is all too
familiar to us, yet to many out-of-state
freshmen, it is ·a complete and total
shock. "In Maryland, we have different laws. Over here you can wait in
the middle of an intersection to go,
and I didn't know that; also, people in
Maryland don't honk," says' freshman
Jessica Boyd: I rernntly took a ride

Orida Edition
with Jessica, and on the way to our
destination, we encountered three cutoffs, one finger, and one truck that
nearly slammed into the driver's side
of her car. I didn't notice.
Freshman Jiyoon Won, who has
been living in South Florida for almost
10 years, says; "The driving is okay."
Jiyoon re~ently received a 2004 Audi
A4, so I am sure her opinion will change
quite soon. While natives have
.adapted to such disturbing conditions,
out..:of-state freshmen, and out-ofstate students in general, are having a
hard time acclimating themselves to
the chaos.
But everyone is affected by the
aggressiveness of our drivers. '
''I thought L.A. was the worst
driving place on earth, but I changed
my mind when I moved down here,"
says freshman Kelly Kostner. It is survival of the fittest and the rudest, and
like my mother says, "Driving reflects
how a person is in life." Apparently,
South Florida is full of aggressive and
maliciou_s people. Oh, well. The
masses are in a hurry, they have jobs
and families to tend to, and a slow

motorist is a dead one. But whose fault
, i it?
Whose leniency is giving these
· people a right to drive? All it takes is a
simple five-minute test and a plastic
card that says any psycho can control
a mechanical monster. "By ·giving
someone a license, you are putting
your life and other's in danger. The
DMV should be more cautious of who
they give a license to," says freshman
Naima Jinnah. The Drive Safely signs
that are remembrances of those wfio
have crashed and died are all over the
place, especially in the Davie area."
She is not the only one to notice the
spreading epidemic of those depressing, makeshift gravestones . .
Although Florida didn't make
number one for "deadliest state for
driving" (Wyoming took first place),
Grand Theft Auto: Vice City has. absolutely nothing on us, and So_u th
Florida is clearly infamous for its mad
drivers and appalling mannerisms. To
listen to the complaints and astonishment of newcomers from Pennsylvania, New York, and Kentucky is actually quite amusing.- but in time, they
too will evolve into a South Floridian
Driver.
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Left: Rosie OVonne[I speaking on the behalf of the GLBT
community at the Rally with Rosie Below: NSU's GSSA
attencJ.s the Rally, From left to right: (Advisor)Dr. William
Hammack, (Member)Tom Parks,{Member)J.C Murray,
Richard Wilson, Caroline Cullen, (President)Marie Cueno,
Diana Hoffman,(Treasurer) Giselle Gaviria, and ( Co-Vice
President) Jason Peebles. Photos courtesy of GSSA
website

Rally ,with Rosie!
·

·

By Caroline Cullen
Knightlife Editor

Gmduate ~t.u fbr Studettt
~edm and. Marke.ting'
The evolution of technology has dramatically altered the perception of the
modem college student. With numerous
e-mail accounts; a variety of the latest
video-game consoles, and the ability to
carry music wherever they go, students are
super-saturated by stimulation. However,
this influx of information has changed
entertainment priorities for today's student
with too much on their plate.
Ask any student who Britney Spears
is, and they will probably give you a description of her career, her hair color, and
that kiss with Madonna. If asked again,
the same student could probably identify
Kobe Bryant, his basketball team, and his
wife's 4 million dollar ring. Now, ask them
who Paul Wolfowitz is, and watch the

·.

NSU's GSSA makes its.presence known at
.rally for the Human Rights Campaign

Friday, August 27, Equality tells us why this event was so imporFlorida coordinated a politically tant: "To show support of the democharged rally with Rosie O'Donnell as . cratic, who are in favor of John Kerry
the guest speaker. O'Donnell spoke to as President. Rosie mentioned to all .
the group .at the rally for the Human [in, attendance] the hatred and cruelty
Rights Campaign at the Double Tree that disgusting President Bush, and I
Hotel in Fort Lauderdale, FL. The rally, use that term lightly, has shown to the
which was aimed at the gay, lesbian, GLBT population. She gave us an
bisexual, and transgender community, example of an adopted girl in the state
was a plea for voter turnout in the of Florida who was being removed
upcoming Presidential Election. Gay from her home because of the fact that
Straight Student Alliance was in atten- the parents are proudly gay. r' was
dance, representing both Nova South- adopted, and the very thought of takeastern University and themselves as ing at!Jone from a family, who picked
individuals.
you out of many, makes me nauTotp Parks, a NSU graduate stu- seous."
dent and active member of GSSA,

Tay:101,' Wiliams

·.

Dr. Hammack, the GSSA advisor at NSU, was asked the same question about the relevance of such an
event, "It wasn't that long ago that
folks would have been scared to ,attend such an event in South Florida;
even now, there are some professors
who felt uncomfortable at the idea of
attending this event even though they
are gay. The more events like this one
that occur, the more ordinary they
seem. And of c.ourse, [it increases] the
chance to meet others and establish
collaborations. . .. Although GSSA
should be non-political, it is important
that the students in it be aware of
groups working for change, riot so

much toward 'r,egime change~ as in
getting Bush out of office, but the
major issues Equality Florida is fighting for, the rights of committed, loving couples to have rights to marriage,
adoption, etc. even though it just happens they both are of the same gender."
Equality Florida is Florida's statewid~ lesbian, gay, bisexual, and
transgender rights organization working for a Florida law so that no one
suffers harassment ·or discrimination
on the basis of social orientation or
expression: For more information on
how you can be a part of this movement, please contact www.eqfl.org

Being American By Asking Qu.estions
Information is the best weapon in a volatile world

blank stare ensue.
So, why is it that today's youth knows
more about pop stars and basketball players than they do about the Deputy Secretary of Defense? One communication
theory points to America's outlet of information, the media. ''Agenda setting" is
the notion that the media does not tell you
what to think, but what to think about.
In essence, the media elevates both
popular culture and current events to the
same viewing stature. Students who are ·
already inundated with a vast amount of
information find that knowing governmental policies, elected officials, or foreign diplomacy is not important. CNN's
hard-nosed information falls to the watching wayside, and is replaced by the light-

~

Daily Show is that it sparks important queshearted musings of MTV.
What. will this mean for future gen- tions about events both in America and
erations that will be spawned in this quick- around the world. By watching a televipaced environment? When does the de- sion program, students become curious
sire for information switch to a more civic about how their country is being politiand humanitarian focus? What will hap- cally maintained. Students' are finding inpen to our country if fashion, music, and terest in informat::ton beyond the world
movies become more important than laws, of corporate entertainment.
Though you may be busy with
bills, and aid efforts?
The Daily Show with John Stewart homework, clubs, and your job, it is vital
is fighting against this fad by showcasing that you know what decisions are being
current events in an entertaining fashion. made on your behalf. Endangered animals
The Emmy award-winning program touts may need your help and global tension
itself as a ''fake news show.". However, it might be brewing, but you might never
provides young adult viewers with the sar- know it. Keep yourself informed about
castic and comedic perspective that is ap- all that goes on around you, and fight ignorance with small daily pursuits of
pealing to their generation.
knowledge.
The most itftportant facet of The

)
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Life, Liberty,. and th
By Caroline Cullen
Knight!ife Editor

September. 20. 2004
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When congress passed the Hate occurred in residential areas; 19% oc- of which are available online, are for GSSA is also working with Lindsay
Crime Statiscics Act of 1990, lawmak- . curred on highways, roads, alleys, or people already on the road to coming Doran on the issues of Safe Zones .
ers mandated the collection of infor- streets; and 10% occurred at schools out. Those who are ready to be more "One of GSSA's goals is to help GLBT
mation regarding crimes motivated by · and colleges. The remaining 26% oc- politically active can find information . feel like part of the campus and b·e
a bias against race, religion, sexual ori- curred at other random locations.
on ~tarting a safe zone at school or see~ as just · other students," states
entation, and ethnicity/ national origin.
With such startling statistics, how work and polling data on how coming Hammack. Thete have been no reThe Attorney General designated the can each individual feel safe and com- out positively influences the fight for ported hate crimes or any gay bashing
FBI to satisfy that requirement. With fortable with coming out? Some be- GLBT equality. The project was born at NSU, although there have been mithe cooperation and assistance of lieve that sexuality or gen~er identity out of thel 987 GLBT march in Wash- nor incidents such as vandalism of the
many local and state law enforcement is not a choice, that it chooses them. ington, D.C., where hundreds of thou- GSSA bulletin board located in the
agencies familiar with the investiga- In the 1970s, the American Psycho- sands of Americans marched to sup- parker building. Tom Parks, a gradu~
tions of hate crimes, the UCK Pro- logical Association and the American port equal rights. Today, National ate student and GSSA member at
gram created a data collection system Psychiatric Association revised their Coming Out Day events are held in · NSU, looks forw_ard to the establishto comply with the congressional man- positions on homosexuality. Both de- · hundreds of cities across the country ment of safe zones at NSU. "Eventudate. The 2002 data included report!i termined that homosexuality is not a and around the world.
ally, I will come out, but this campus
of 1,464 offenses caused by a sexual- mental disorder. In 1994, the Ameri"There is immeasurable power in does not offer any safe zones yet. I am
oriented bias. Of these, male homo- can Medical Association released a .being visible," said Candace Ginrich, not worried about being harmed; I can
sexuals were the targets of 65.4 per- statement saying, "Most of the emo- HRC's National Coming Out Project . of take myself. What about others?"
cent of the attacks. Law enforcement tional disturbance experienced by gay Manager. NSU's Gay Straight Student
What can you do? GSSA says,
attributed the remaining offenses to · men and lesbians around their sexual Alliance is doing just that. The GSSA "Get informed and get involved,_stand
anti-homosexual bias, 17.7_percent; identity is not based on physiological is a group of students and faculty of . up for yourself, and stand up for 0thanti-femalel1omosexual bias, 14.1 per- causes but rather is due more to a different ages, races, genders, and ers!"
cent; anti-heterosexual bias, 1.8 per- sense of alienation in an unaccepting sexual orie~tations. The GSSA
For information, contact these ·
cent; and anti-bisexual bias, 1.0 per- environment"
chooses not to accept ignorance or organizations:
cent.
The Human Rights Campaign tolerate discrimination or alienation.
Gay Straight Student Alliance/
What is a hate crime? According Foundation explains "coming out" as Dr. William Hammack is a faculty
GSSA
to the Human Rights Campaigrt, "A identifying as gay, lesbian, bisexual, or member at NSU and also an advisor
www.nova.edu/ gssa/
hate crime is an unlawful act motivated transgender. The National Coming of GSSA, along with Dr. Kaite Waites
Equality Florida
by bias." The Local Law Enforcement Out Project is part of the Human and Dr. ''Bob" Seltzer. Hammack of- ·
www.eqfl.org
Enhancement- hate crimes legislation Rights Campaign Foundation, the edu- fers, "Because of the perception
The Trevor Help line _·
1~866-4-U-TREVOR
pending in Congress - broadens the . cational arm of the nation;s largest gay, among some GLBT students that NSU
legal definition. It describes "hate lesbian, bisexual, and transgender civil was non-friendly, we felt it to be useNational Gay and Lesbian Youth
crimes" as a violent act causing death rights organization. Th_e HRCF be- ful to make clear statement thaf the
Hotline
or bodily injury "because of the ac- lieves that coming out isn't a one-time club had significant support ~y hav1-800-347-TEBN (8336)
tual or perception of rate, color, reli- event - they see it as a journey that ing a bunch of advisors;"
Gay an~ Lesbian National
gion, national origin, sexual orienta- lasts a lifetime. The National Coming
Dr. Hammack believes that the
Hotline
tion, gender, _or disability" of the vie- Out Project operates on the belief that GSSA "will help to break down ste1-888-843-GLNH
tim. This law currently in place does no one should have to travel that path . reotypes, give hope, and promote· tolFor copies of the Resource Guide
not include sexual orientation, gender, alone. It provides both printed and erance while providing some great par- . to Coming Out or moreinformation on
or disability. Hate crimes send a thre~t- online resow:ces and information to ties!" He feels that NSU has been sup- -the Human Rights Campaign Foundaening message fo whole community. . support gay, lesbian, bisexual, and portive of issues such as non-discrimi- tion and its National Coming Out
The big difference between hate crimes transgender people on that.journey. For nation statements. In particular, he Project, please contact: 800/866· and_other crimes is that the offender example: "This Resource Guide to_ applauds the efforts of Student Ac- · NCOD,~cop@hrc.org0r1640Rhode
is motivated by the victim's persorial Coming Out" assists those who are just tivities and Leadership Director Terry Island Ave., N.W., Washington DC
character. According to the FBI in beginning to come out. ·''Ask the Ex- Weech, and Assistant Director Terry 20036 .
2000, 29% of reported hate crimes perts" and "Coming Out Stories," both Morrow for assisting GSSA. The
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Pride on the Ride

NSU Brings the DMV to Campus
By Taylor Williams
Graduate A ssistant to Student Media
and Marketing

-

Nova Southeastern Upiver- search; and Information Technology
sity is one of the fastest developing Center (LRITC) will host the DMV on
· private schools in the country. Athlet- September 21. Representatives will be
ics, academic programs, and campus · in the first floor lobby from 9 a.m. till
life draw students from all over the 4 p.m. The Health Professions Diviworld. Now, the Florida Department · sion (HPD) will have a station open
of Motor Vehicles (DMV) is making on September 22, from 9 a.m. till 4
it e;asier to ride in NSU style by selling p.m. Those interested can visit the ,
university license plates.
DMV in HPD's South Atrium.
The DMV will visit campus
The process of signing up for
this Tuesday and Wednesday, offeriri.g a new plate is very quick and simple.
tag renewal and the opportunity to Stu1ents, faculty, and staff.mustbring
exchange for a new NSU license plate. a drivers license, proof of insurance,
Those who attend will receive gratis · and registration to qualify. The spe.:.
giveaways and can win tickets from cialty tag fee is 27 dollars, and the adAmerican Airlines. These events also ditional cost is based on the renewal
put money in student pockets, with 25 of the current plate registration. Cash
dollars of every specialty tag portion and check will be the only forms of
going to NSU scholarship funds.
currency accepted.
Alvin Sherman Library, Re-

·

FLORIDA

••
NSU

4

N OVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
Those who are interested in is not just enhancing the sense of ca.in:..
specialized vanity plates will not be pus community, but also assisting peers
able to order them at the DMV's cam- who desire a valuable education. ·This
pus visit. However, these plates are is a convenient way to avoid the long
available at the PlantationDMV or via lines and arduous journey that can only
the United States postal service. Spe- be known.as a trip to the D Mv.
_ The closest to the main campus,
cialized tags can contain up to five
chara<;::ters, and_only cost 12 dollars the Plantation Motor Vehicle Service,
is located at Pine Island Road ;ind can
extra.
The NSU license plates are be contacted at (954) 765-4697. Ealso helping taxpayers by being de-: mail nsunews@nova.edu with your
ducted as charitable gifts. School spirit thoi.:ights and comments.
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NSU Rocks the Vote

Student Groups Aim to Empower, Educate
Valerie Bates,
Tanner House,
Rachel
Needle, Shelly
Haines,and
Tiffany
Goldwater talk
to freshman
Lindsay Plant
_about
registering to
vote. Photo
by Taylor
Williams

By Taylor Williams
Graduate Assistant to Student Media
and Marketing

Nova Southeastern University
clubs ~nd organizations are coming
together to illustrate that the modern
student can proactively participate in
shaping their government. Rock the
Vote is a voter registration campaign
coordinated in cities across America
by Music Television (MTV). NSU students have heeded that call to arms
by making September a month to ex:_
ercise true American rights.
· With seven events planned for
their own political awareness month,
Rock the Vote is providing students
the opportunity to become a registered
voter within five minutes. The Nature
Club, Social·Action Social Awareness
(SASA), Young Democrats, Feminist
Alliance for Networking arid Supporting (FANS), and the Student Organi- .
zations for the Advocacy of Psychology (S.O.A.P.) have come together to
field this patriotic effort. This cause
has also unified various colleges in an
attempt to reach out to their student
population.
·

''We wanted to provide students
with resources on the candidates,"
Nature Club President Shelly Haines
said. ''Voting is a civic duty."
The information distributed at
these events range from basic voting
publications to touch-screen voting
instructions. After South Florida's
2000 voting controversy, the nation is
poised to see if the Sunshine State can
come through gnKefully. Taking a few
minutes to both register and gather
information can change how you live
the next four years of your life.
''You have got a choice," Rock
the Vote organizer Tanner House said.
"It is your responsibility to exercise
your right to participate in democracy."
Rock the Vote also has information on absentee ballots for those Students away from home.
''We are here to answer any questions that people may have -about voting," co-sponsor Rachel Needle said.
"They should take ~dvantage of having us send it in."

Since the revolutionary colonists
declared independence in 1776, many
men aO:d women have given and con'""
tinue to give their lives to preserve
democracy. All the average citizen
must do to ensure its purity is make
one decision every four years. Take this
chance to embody one of America's
most glorious aspects.
·Voter registration applications
are available in Rosenthal's Office of .
the Dean or at the Horovitz building.
For more information about Rock the
Vote events, call the Voice Your Vote
group at (954) 242-9699 or e-mail
nrusso@nova.edu. ·
E-mail
nsunews@nova.edu with your
thoughts or _comments.

Rock the Vote
Registration
.Drives
Tuesday 9/21 - Center
for Psychological Studies
8:30 a.m. till ij p.m.
Wednesday 9/22 Health Professions Division 11 am till 1 pm &
Dorms 5 p.m. till 7 p.m.
Monday 9/27 - Parker
Building Courtyard 11 :30
a.m. till 1 :30 p.m.

'

Searching for .Meaning You Are. Not Alone·:
The rise of spirituality on college campuses
·Student Couns~ling

By April Eldemire
Contributing Writer
Graduate Assistantfar Multiculturalism
ana Spiritualify

·

By Luis Nicola Aguilar
Staff Writer

Times change at an ever-increas- rently available, the department is ·
ing
pace,
and sometimes our adapta- open to proposals and is working on
Increasingly, college students are they seek is not religion, but a relashifting their thinking concerning the tionship with a power greater than tion to those changes can't keep up. promoting groups focused on solving .
Our perception of counseling has also -is·sues about body image, relation. quest for meaning and purpose. Spe- themselves.
.
cifically, young adults are in search of
In hopes of providing venues for changed through the times, so today ships, and stress management. The
personal spirituality and religious faith. student spiritual development, the· we understand that psychologiol main goal is to focus on strengths and
On college campuses nationwide, stu- Division of Student Affairs at Nova counseling goes beyond mental ill- help students make the changes they
dents are now asking questions like, Southeastern University is currently nesses and extreme cases. Currently, ·· want to make working in groups and
.,
''Whatdoes faithmean tome?", "How exploring creative avenue,s to support psychological counseling is valued and with individuals.
Most of the counselors have a
do I find spiritual meaning in my ev- this innovative growth among its stu- · plays an important role in many fields.
.
In
January
2004,
counseling
serdoctorate
degree and/ or a master's
eryday life?" and "Can religion relate . dent body. Dean of Student Affairs
to me?"
Dr. Brad A. Williams said, "The stu- vice at NSU was but a practicum for degree. Each counselor has a private
This exploration of integrating dent ,(:xperience at NSU should be graduate students. Today, it is a ser- office where students receive services.
spirituality into college students' lives deep and rich, prov.iding ample oppor- vice offered to students: NSU Student Their offices are furnished to be tois rapidly increasing. UCLA was one tunities to grow the 'whole student' Counseling. Dr. Roxanne Bamond, . tally ~omfortable and confidential as
of the first schools to recognize this mind, body, and spirit." Consequently, Assistant Director of the department, well. The department provides psychi- -'
dynamic movement. According to a Student Affairs is currently establish- explained how the. department's main atric services for clients in need of
recent spiritual/ religious study taken ing an Inter-Faith Council. This entity goal is to foster improvement and clinical assistan~e: Finally, in accorfro:m UCLA .students, 73% said that . will be responsible for p.ronioting spiri- achievement in the student body. ''We dance with the principles of profesthese beliefs helped them develop a · tual awareness and development on are looking on taking people to a bet- sionalism and in order to guarantee thf
- sense of identity, while 77% of stu- campus. The IC will provide oppor- ter place," she explained. It is impor- mental and physical wellness of our
dents felt that these beliefs· provided tunities for members of the student tant to know that services are "free, students, counseling servic~s provides
them with a sense of strength, sup...: community to explore questions of confidential, independent, and profes- a crisis line 24 hours ·a day and 7 days J
port, and guidance: "When I think of faith, meaning, and identity. "The In- sional." The service, which privately a .week (extension 7050). ·
-The department is located in the
. spirituality, I think of freedom," NSU ter-Faith Council is a great idea," says would be extremely expensive, is free
for
students,
totally
confidential,
unfirst
floor
of the Parker building; and
senior Diana Rakine says. "The val- · NSU junior Areege A fart eh.· "The
related
to
the
faculty
body,
and
is
quite
its
entrance
does not allow people to
ti.es that I make for myself make me spiritual room gives every religion an
see who is inside the office; moreover,
feel comfortable and free in my sur.: opportunity to go into an environment professional.
The
effectiveness
of
therapy
is
for J:hose who feel uncomfortable beroundings and in my religion."
that provides peace and quiet."
evident
in
such
fields
l!S
athletics.
In
ing
noticed, there is the possibility of
· In the past, educational instiIn addition, an inter-faith library ·
tutions, including NSU, have focused is being developedy as well as a space fact, the therapists of counseling ser- · using an independent back entrance.
primarily on students academically. for prayer, meditation, and reflection. yices have been working with our ath- Make sure you call Mirna, the secre- · .
Connecting a student's course of The Inter~Faith Council will ensure letes at NSU, focusing on relaxation,. tary of the department, to make, this .
study with a. higher sense of purpose exploratory dialogue .to further col- functioning, winning mentality, and arrangement. . ·
We all attempt to achieve harhas not been pursued outside of faith- laborative spiritual ah.cl religious activi- group work. The services are not funited
to
the
athletes;
they
are
for
every
·
many
and general well-being. Student .
. based institutions. . With significantly ties on campus. Ror further informastudent
th.
a
t
wants
to
improve
him
or
Counseling
is just one example of how
increasing frequency, students are tion regarding ·the Inter-Faith Counidentifying themselves as "spiritual." cil, contact April Eldemir~ at herself. ·There are also provisions for NSU provides the resources to go begroups. While there are no groups cur- yond academic achievement..
They are quick to point out that what eldemiie@nova.edu.
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NSU On The Scene:
What are students most looking
forward to ·this semester?
Nikki Abatie
Freshman
Undecided
West Palm Beach, FL

Eric Thompson
Freshman
Business
Kansas City, Missouri

Lauren Adamczyk
Sophomore
History
Washington Crossing,
Pennsylvania

Kenny Moncada
Sophomore
Biology
Houst~n, Texas

ng away from
home.

definitely
looking forward to
hav_
i ng a good time
with good peopl~ I

--

excited about
doing beach cleanups, earth ·day cele:brations, and Ml5
life preservati.

looking forward
to losing 20 pounds
and getting a
girlfriend.

Evie Herdean
Freshman
Psychology
Down the street

John Fernandez
Freshman
Biology
. Miami, FL

,,

'

II

'-

C

Michael Morro
Junior
Biology
Seaside Park, New
Jersey

......,....., ready to learn.
not looking
time management,
forward to classes,
and to throw mJ1ii
but I do want to ff
some hurricane~ !.,,, into academics.!,1.-

'
"-

14Want to have a
good time and ~o
well in school.

Jana Bonito
Freshman
Biology
·cooper City, FL

_ ting new people
and being out of high
school.

